The Colors of Winter

(unison) The colors of winter appear all around. The colors of winter, (pt1) blue sky, (pt2) trees of brown. (pt1) Shades of green, (pt2) shades of gray, (unison) growing deeper every day. The colors of winter, these colors abound.

(pt1) Purple sunsets casting shadows, evergreen trees are bending low. (pt2) Hues of white reflect the light upon the glistening snow. (pt1) The colors, (pt2) the colors, (pt1) the colors, (pt2) the colors, (pt1) the colors (unison) of winter. (pt1) The colors, (pt2) The colors, (pt1) The colors, (pt2) (unison) of winter time.

(unison) The colors of winter appear all around. The colors of winter, (pt1) blue sky, (pt2) trees of brown. (pt1) Shades of green, (pt2) shades of gray, (unison) growing deeper every day. The colors of winter, these colors abound.

(pt1) Use your senses, look around you sparkling air on a frozen day. (pt2) Lights that show upon the snow, a crystalline display. (pt1) The colors, (pt2) the colors, (pt1) the colors, (pt2) the colors, (pt1) the colors (unison) of winter. (pt1) The colors, (pt2) The colors, (pt1) The colors (unison) of winter time.

The colors of winter appear all around. The colors of winter, these colors abound.

I Am a Small Part of the World

(unison) I am a small part of the world, I have a small hand which to hold. But if I stand by your side and you put your hand in mine, together we can be so strong and bold. (2-pt) I am a small part of the world. I have a small dream in my eyes. (pt1) but if I tell you my dreams, (pt2) and if you add yours to mine, (2-pt) together we can reach up to the skies.

(2-pt) Hand in hand, dreams combine, voice with voice, together for all time. Hand in hand, dreams combine, voice with voice, for all time.

(unison) I am a small part of the world, I have a small voice winging clear. (pt1) But if I sing out for freedom, (pt2) and you add your voice to mine, (2-pt) together we have nothing left to fear. (2-pt) Hand in hand, dreams combine, voice with voice, together for all time. Hand in hand, dreams combine, voice with voice,

(2-pt) Hand in hand, dreams combine, voice with voice, together for all time. Hand in hand, dreams combine, voice with voice, for all time.

(unison) I am a small part of the world. (2-pt) Take my hand.
O Captain

(2-pt) O captain, find the path to sail through the swirling stormy gale. Find the passage safe and sure while we sailors keep this ship secure. Captain, trust the ways you know; when to ease and when to go. Mark the course and set it fast and we mates will raise and rig the mast.

(2-pt) For we stand here at the ready, sailing as your voice commands. Our ship is sure and steady O captain we are in your hands.

(unison) We know the clouds will come again; winds will howl and waves will spin. (2-pt) Storms will toss us to and fro but our captain here is in control. (unison) Let the oceans wail and roar, we will never fear them more. (2-pt) Now to work ye sturdy men; O captain take us home again!

(2-pt) For we stand here at the ready; sailing as your voice commands. Our ship is sure and steady O captain we are in your hands. Yes, we stand here at the ready; sailing as your voice commands. Our ship is sure and steady O captain we are in your hands. Captain, we are in your hands!